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Retail price impacts 
of the gas transition
The Government is focused on ensuring the transition from 
fossil-fuel gas is affordable for the community. Modelling of 
the future price of gas and electricity has been undertaken 
by the global professional services company, GHD.

The modelling indicates that the retail price for gas is 
expected to increase by around 19 per cent over the period 
2022-2029, adding approximately $220 to the annual gas bill 
for the average household.

We expect that the majority of the price increase will be 
driven by rising distribution and wholesale gas prices. It 
is important to note that since undertaking this analysis, 
wholesale gas prices have further increased as a result of 
international drivers.

Distributional costs reflect the number of customers 
connected to the network and the consumption of each 
customer. We estimate that gas consumption will start to 
decline more rapidly, at a rate of 2.5 per cent per year under 
a transition off gas. Previously, ACT gas consumption has 
been declining by an average of 2 per cent per year for the 
last 10 years. Our analysis indicates that less than 1 per cent 
of the overall increase is attributable to the gas transition.

The transition will not have a material impact on electricity 
prices at this stage. GHD modelling indicates an expected 
decrease in retail electricity prices of three per cent during 
the same period. These prices are expected to decrease 
over the longer term as capacity and demand grow.
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19%

The cost retailers incur in 
supplying gas to customers. 

Includes retailer profit margin.
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30%

The cost of maintaining the ACT 
gas network to provide quality 
service to ACT gas customers.
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16%

The cost of getting gas to the 
ACT from gas fields in other 

parts of the country.
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35%

The cost of buying gas which 
is determined by the 

international price for gas and 
production costs. Prices have 
spiked recently due to the war 

in Ukraine. Coal seam gas 
more expensive to source 

than conventional gas.
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Understanding customer bill impacts based on usage

Low Use

Yasmin lives alone in an apartment in Phillip. She has moved to Canberra from 
Sydney and returns to visit family and friends each weekend. A stand alone gas 
heater now provides space heating. Water heating comes from a gas instant system, 
and cooking is gas-powered. Yasmin’s annual gas consumption is approximately 
21 GJ, resulting in a gas bill in 2022 of around $686. If Yasmin maintains the same 
appliances and the household usage remains unchanged, her gas bill in 2029 is likely 
to be $819, an increase of $130 for the year. Of this, we estimate $0.78 would be due 
to the impact of current Government policies.
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Average Use

Sam’s household uses gas for heating, instant hot water and cooking. Sam uses 
around 35GJ of gas a year, which is in line with average ACT residential gas use. 
This year, Sam’s gas bill is expected to be around $1,165. If Sam still has the same 
appliances in 2029, and assuming their household use remains unchanged, Sam’s 
gas bill is likely to be $1,385 - an increase of $220 for the year. Of this, we estimate 
$1.30 would be due to the impact of current Government policies.

High Use

Susan and David live in a large, old house in Monash. Five people live in the house, 
which has ducted gas heating, a large gas storage water heater and gas stove and 
oven. Susan and David’s household uses around 88GJ of gas a year. Their gas bill 
this year is expected to be around $2,956. If they still have the same appliances in 
2029, and assuming the household use remains unchanged, the gas bill is likely to be 
$3,515, an increase of $559 for the year. Of this, we estimate $3.36 would be due to 
the impact of current Government policies.
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